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Abst rac t - -A  Galerkin finite element method using a two-grid technique for solving elliptic prob- 
lems with inhomogeneous essential boundary conditions is considered. At the boundary, the function 
is approximated bya projection of the given data on a finite dimensional space; in the interior of the 
domain, a two-grid method is used for solving the algebraic system. An analysis of the L2-error is 
made and sample computations are provided. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the inhomogeneous problem of the form 
Lfl u = f,  in ~, (1.1) 
Lr  u = g, on F, (1.2) 
where f~ C R n (n > 1) is bounded, F = 0f~, Lfl is an elliptic operator and equation (1.2) 
represents a general notation for the boundary conditions. 
An approximating problem can be associated with the equations (1.1), (1.2): 
Lh,n Uh,~ = fh, (1.3) 
Lh,r uh,r = gh. (1.4) 
In [1], the following approach as been discussed. Equation (1.3) is obtained by means of a finite 
differences or finite elements method and equation (1.4) represents a set of boundary conditions 
obtained by different interpolation techniques. For solving (1.3), multigrid methods have been 
considered, which present he advantage of reduced computer work, especially in three dimen- 
sional problems [1,2]. 
Another approach for the discretization has been considered in [3]. Equation (1.3) is obtained 
using a Galerkin finite element approximation on the finite dimensional spaces Ph C H l(f~), while 
equation (1.4) represents the equation obtained if the boundary data is approximated using the 
L2(F)-projection Phg of g onto the restriction Sh of lYh to F. Under further assumptions, a 
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comparison made with the case when gh represents an ~qh-interpolant of g has shown [3,4] that 
the error rate is the same in the two situations. However, the advantage of using the L2(F)- 
projection is that the L2-error is minimum over the space Sh. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a method for solving the above problem on a polyhedral 
domain; the algorithm combines the method of using the L2(F)-projection with a two-grid tech- 
nique for solving the algebraic system. Under appropriate assumptions [1], a similar algorithm 
using a multi-grid method can be implemented in the same manner. An error analysis is made 
for the L2-norm. Sample computations are provided for the Poisson equation with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions on a square in R 2. 
2. THE APPROXIMATING PROBLEM 
Throughout this paper, C will denote a constant, taking different values in different cases; the 
Sobolev space of order r associated with the set R will be denoted by Hr(R), with the norm 
- \1/2 
l[u[[r, R ---- (~--~lal_<r fR [ Oaul2) . Also, H~(R) will denote the space of those functions in Hr(R) 
which vanish on the boundary. 
An example of a simple elliptic operator will be considered, but the discussion in Sections 2 
and 3 can be extended to more general problems. As a model problem, let (1.1) be the Poisson 
equation and (1.2) represent a Dirichlet inhomogeneous boundary condition, i.e., 
Given f • H~-2(f~) and g • Hr-1/2(F), find u E Hr(gt) such that 
-Au  = f, in ~, (2.1) 
u = g, on F, (2.2) 
where ~ E R n is a convex polyhedron. 
Let Vh be a finite dimensional subspace of HI(~) corresponding to a grid on ~ of generic 
mesh-spacing h. Let Yh,0 = {v h E ~h: V h = 0 on F}. Since f~ is a polyhedron, Yh,0 C_ H~(f~). 
Let Sh be the restriction of Ph to the boundary, i.e., Sh = {gjh : 3V h E Yh, with ~a = v h It}. 
Let Ph g be the L2(F)-projection of g onto Sh. Using a standard Galerkin weak formulation of 
the problem (2.1)-(2.2), one can obtain the following approximate problem [3]. 
Given f E Hr-2(~) and g E Hr-1/2(F), find Uh E Yh such that 
Uh [r = Ph g, 
VU h VV h = / f V h, 
f~ f~ 
and (2.3) 
for all v h E Yh,O. (2.4) 
To give a more explicit formulation, assume that Vn -- span[~l, ~2, . . . ,  ~N+M], with ~j chosen 
such that ~h,0 = span[¢t,¢2,...,~I)N] and Sh = span[¢N+l It, ~I)N+2 [F , . . . ,~N+M IF]. Let 
k~j -- Cg+j [r, for j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,M ,  so that Sh = span[@l,k~2,...,~M]. Then Phg E Sh can be 
written uniquely as 
M 
Ph g(x) = Z gJ ~j(x),  for all x E F, (2.5) 
j-~l 
where gj (1 < j < M) are some generalized weights, satisfying the property 
IIg - Ph gll0,r = inf [[g - g[[0,r. (2.6) 
~ESh 
Also, Uh e Yh can be written uniquely as 
N-b M 
Uh(X) = ~ Uj Cj(X), for all x E f~. (2.7) 
j=l 
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Consequently, since Uh IF = Ph g, 
N M 
j= l  j----1 
for all x E ft. (2.8) 
Now taking into account hat {(Ih, (I)2,..., (I)N} is a basis for ))h,0, the approximating problem 
becomes the following: 
Given f E Hr-2(~) and g e Hr-1/2(F), find u = (Uj)I<_j<_N+ M E RN+M, such that 
ug+j = gj, for 1 < j < M (where gj are the weights in (2.6)) and 
N M 
j--1 ~ j= l  ~ fl 
for all k = 1, . . . ,  N, (2.9) 
or, mak ing the notation 
M 
fo(vh) ----- / fvh -- Eg j  /~N+j  Vvh~ 
f~ j= l  f~ 
for all v h E Vh,0, (2.10) 
the problem becomes the following: 
Solve 
Lh  uf~ = f~, for Uf~ ---- (Uj)I<j< N E R N, 
where Lh is a N x N matrix with elements 
(Lh)jk = f Vc~j Vff~k, 1 <_ j, k < N, 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
and fn is a N x 1 vector with components 
(fn)k = f0((I)k), 1 < k < N. (2.13) 
Notice that the matrix Lh is the stiffness matrix for the homogeneous problem associated with 
the given problem, and is a symmetric positive definite matrix. 
The L2(F)-projection of g onto Sh, given by (2.5)-(2.6), can be obtained practically by solving 
the M × M linear system: D Ur = g, for ur  = (ug+j)l<j<_M = (gJ)l<j<M E ~M, where Djk 
= fr @J @k, for 1 < j, k <: M and (g)k = fr g q~k, for 1 < k < M. 
Thus, the approximating problem (2.3)-(2.4) reduces to solving the system 
Lh un = fn, (2.14) 
D Ur = g, (2.15) 
for ua E IR N and ur  E ]I~ M. 
3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TWO-GRID ALGORITHM 
Assume that a fine grid and a coarse one are associated with the domain ~, of generic mesh 
spacings h and 2h, respectively. The use of Ph g to approximate the solution on F, combined 
with a variant of a two-grid algorithm indicated in [1] yield the following method. 
Solve (2.15) for ur  (for example by direct solving: Gauss elimination). 
Find fa using (2.13) and (2.10). 
(o) = o).  Let u(hOk be given. (Make an initial guess of the solution Uh at the interior nodes, say Uh, n 
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For k -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
• (k+l) 
let "h,~ = Mh(v) U(hk ) + Nh fn, where (3.1) 
Mh(v) = (I - PL2~ f lu )S~ (3.2) 
is the two-grid iteration matrix, Sh is the matrix corresponding to one presmoothing step, the 
integer ~, indicates the number of presmoothing steps performed for one two-grid iteration, p and 
r are the prolongation (coarse-to-fine) and the restriction (fine-to-coarse), respectively, which are 
assumed to be adjoint (r = p*). For the definition of Nh, see [1]. 
A stopping criterion can be 
- 8,< (3.3) 
where s is 0 or 1, e is given, and for some integer k, U(h k) E Yh is defined by U(h k) = Ph g on F and 
u(k) • (k) at the interior nodes. Then, after applying the algorithm until the stopping criterion --- ~h,fl 
is met, an approximate for Uh is U (k+l) 
A discussion of the convergence of the two-grid method (3.2) has been made in [1], with different 
types of iterative or semi-iterative t chniques for the smoothing step (simple Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel 
with different kinds of orderings of the nodes, conjugate gradient, etc.). We concentrate only on 
error estimates for the approximate iterative solution U(h k). 
4. ERROR EST IMATES 
Assume that for the finite dimensional subspace ~)h of HI (~) ,  the following approximating 
property holds. 
There exists an l >_ 1 such that for any v E Hr(f~), 1 < r < 1 + 1, there is a v h E Vh with 
li v <- c h il,li ,  (4.1) 
Assume that ~;h,0 and Sh posses approximation properties imilar to (4.1). For example, ])h is 
the space of piecewise polynomials of degree < l associated with the grid on 12. For the exact 
approximate solution Uh, we have [4] the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that f E H~-2(f l) ,  g E H~-W2(F), and f~ is a bounded domain with poly- 
hedral Lipschitz boundary. Then 
HUh - ul[8, a < C h ~-8, for s = O, 1. (4.2) 
In case of convergence of the two-grid algorithm, it remains to give an estimate for the iterative 
error U(h k) -- u s,~ or to specify the number of iterations required for this error to be of the same 
order as IlUh -- u[Is, ~. 
Let ~ be the contraction umber of the two-grid iteration with respect o the L2-norm, 
>_ IMh(U)lO,h , where ]Mh(U)io, h ---- sup 
Taking into account (3.1), the following can be derived [1]: 
i 4  k) - uh 0,o -< - (4.3) 
Assume that the initial guess u (°) was made such that it vanishes at the interior nodes and is 
equal to Ph g on F. Then, u (°) - un vanishes on F and is equal to un at the interior nodes, so 
u(h ° ) -  uh 0,~ < Iluhl[0,~. (4.4) 
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Assume that u is chosen such that ~ < 1 (cf. [1, Theorem 7.1.2]). Then the following proposition 
holds. 
PROPOSITION 2. Under the assumptions ofLemma 1and with the initial choice for U(h °) specified 
above, the following inequality is true: 
PROOF. 
one obtains 
U(h k) -- U O,a <- C h ~ + C ~k. 
From (4.3), (4.4), and the triangle inequality 
Iluhllo,~ ~ Iluh -- UlIo,~ ÷ Ilullo,n, 
(4.5) 
U(k)--Uh O, <C~khr  +C~k,  ands ince~<l ,  (4.6) 
U(h k) -- Uh o,~ <- Chr  ÷ C~k" (4.7) 
Now, to obtain (4.5), combine (4.7), (4.2) for s = 0, and the triangle inequality 
u~ k) - u o,~ <- u~k) - ~h o,~ ÷ Iluh -- ullo,~. ! 
Proposition 2 shows that, in order to obtain the order h r for the error U(h k) o,a -- u , a number 
of iterations k must be performed, such that ~k = O(hr), which implies 
(logh  
k = o \1~ ] (4.8) 
Thus, if the algorithm is applied for a given problem with the same u and different mesh sizes 
(h = hi and h = h2), the corresponding numbers kl and k2 of two-grid iterations hould satisfy 
ka ~ (logh~)/(log~) loghl (4.9) 
k-~ - (logh~)/(log~) = ~ " 
Notice that the ratio (kl/k2) does not depend on u or r, but only on the mesh spacing h. 
For some problems, ~ has been calculated; for example, let the model problem (2.1)-(2.2) be 
considered on the unit square (f~ = (0, 1) × (0, 1)), with nine-point schemes used for diseretization, 
restriction, and prolongation (see Figures 1-3). Then, for u _> 2, the value of ~ is [1] 
(=~(u)=~ 1-  , (4.10) 
so that, if the method is applied for the same h and different numbers of smoothing steps ul 
and u2, the corresponding numbers kl and k2 of two-grid iterations hould satisfy 
kx ( loghr)/( logf(ul))  log f(u2) i - ~/u2~_1 
k-2 ~- (loghr)/(log~(u2)) = log~(ul) - 1 V/vU~l (4.11) 
This time, notice that the ratio (kl/k2) does not depend on the mesh spacing h or on r, but 
only on the number of smoothing steps. In Section 5, we illustrate (4.9) and (4.11) by numerical 
examples. 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS 
The computations presented are made for the same model problem (2.1)-(2.2), on f~ = (0, 1) 
x(0, 1) C R2; a uniform criss-cross grid (Figure 1) of mesh spacing h with nodes xj (1 < j _< 
N + M) is associated with f~; the basis of ~)h consists of bilinears (I)j, which have the value 1 at 
the node xj and 0 at all the other nodes (1 < j _< N + M); symmetric Gauss-Seidel iterations are 
used for the smoothing step; the restriction (fine-to-coarse) and the prolongation (coarse-to-fine) 
are made with nine-point rules (Figure 2 and 3). The exact solution is 
u(z, y) = p'~ sin(,~O), (5.1) 
where p2 = x 2 + y2 and tan 0 = y /x ;  the parameter a is controlling the smoothness of u. The 
stopping criterion was (3.3) with s = 0 and e = 10 -6 h a+l, i.e., 
U(h k+l) -- U (k) < 10 -6 h ~+1 (5.2) 
h 0,f~ 
The results refer to a = 0.5. 
lllllll  
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Figure 1. A criss-cross grid. 
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Figure 2. The nine-point scheme for the 
restriction. 
Figure 3. The nine-point scheme for the 
prolongation. 
In Table 1, we compare the L2-error u (k) - u 0,~ obtained after implementing the two-grid 
algorithm, with the L2-errors obtained if direct solving or the symmetric Gauss-Seidel method 
(SGS) is used instead. For the approximate solution Uh, the L2-errors agree with the estimate 
provided by (4.2). Table 1 shows that for the iterative approximate solution u (k), the error is h 
of order O(h" ) ,  as expected by imposing (4.8) for k. Notice that the condition (4.8) takes into 
- 0,~ However, Table 2 account only the L2-error U(h k) u , but not the HKerror U(h k) -- u 1,~" 
h 
1/4 
I/8 
1/16 
1/6 
1/12 
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Table 1. Comparison of the L2-errors for the exact solution (5.2) with a = 0.5, using 
bilinear finite elements. The expected rate is: 21"5 = 2.8284. 
Exact solve 
0.2848694(-1) 
0.1016501(-1) 
0.3603857(-2) 
0.1561018(-1) 
0.5544164(-2) 
(sos) 
iterative method 
8693 
6498 
3780 
1015 
4101 
Two-grid with v (SGS)  sweeps 
u=2 u=3 
8695 8695 
6501 6501 
3859 3859 
1017 1018 
4115 4167 
u=4 
Rate 
8695 
2.8024 
6501 
2.8205 
3859 
1018 
2.8156 
4166 
65 
Table 2. Comparison of the HZ-errors for the exact solution (5.2) with c~ -- 0.5, using 
bilinear finite elements. The expected rate is: 20.5 -- 1.4142. 
h Exact solve 
1/4 0.1972112 
1/8 0.1395380 
1/16 0.9873311(-1) 
1/6 0.1610669 
1/12 . 0.1139812 . 
(SGS) 
iterative method 
112 
380 
310 
669 
812 
Two-grid with v (SGS)  sweeps 
v=2 v=3 
112 112 
380 380 
310 310 
669 669 
812 812 
v=4 
Rate 
112 
1.4133 
380 
1.4132 
310 
669 
1.4131 
812 
Table 3. The number of two-grid iterations and the rate obtained practically com- 
pared with the one expected in (4.9), when v is fixed and h is variable. 
Expected 
h 
rate khi/kh2 
1/4 
0.773 
1/6 
0.861 
1/8 
0.903 
1/10 
0.926 
1/12 
0.941 
1/14 
0.951 
1/16 
v=2 
gh Kh 1/gh2 
7 
0.500 
14 
0.666 
21 
0.750 
28 
0.800 
35 
0.897 
39 
0.975 
4O 
u=3 
Kh Kh 1/gh2 
6 
0.545 
11 
0.687 
16 
0.727 
22 
0.733 
30 
0.909 
33 
0.970 
34 
v=4 
gh gh i/Kh2 
5 
0.555 
9 
0.692 
13 
0.684 
19 
0.760 
25 
0.892 
28 
0.933 
3O 
suggests that with the same k, the HI-error behaves like O(h~-l), i.e., like HUh - u[[z, n in (4.2), 
with s -- 1. The proof of this is an open problem. 
In Table 3, we illustrate the rate provided by (4.9) for different values of u (g = 2, 3, 4); kh 
denotes the number of two-grid iterations expected from (4.8); Kh denotes the number of two-grid 
iterations performed until the stopping criterion (5.2) is met, obtained practically. 
In Table 4, equation (4.11) is illustrated for v = 2, 3, 4; notations imilar to the ones above axe 
used. 
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Table 4. The number of two-grid iterations and the rate obtained practically com- 
pared with the one expected in (4.11), when h is fixed and v is variable. 
Expected 
rate kVl/kv2 
1.369 
1.269 
h = 1/4 
Kv Kv1/ Kv2 
7 
1.166 
6 
1.200 
5 
h = 1/8 
Kv K~ 1/ K,  2 
21 
1.312 
16 
1.230 
13 
h = 1/16 
Kv Kv~ /Kv2 
40 
1.176 
34 
1.133 
30 
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